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Undressing for redress - the significance of Nigerian
women's naked protests
Nigerian women use nudity to turn traditional ideas of protest on their heads.
By Bright Alozie
The Conversation (03.09.2020) - https://bit.ly/3m76Cf7 - Social media went abuzz on
July 23, 2020, when hundreds of women – mostly naked – staged a protest in the
northwestern state of Kaduna, Nigeria. Wailing and rolling on the ground, they protested
at the killing of people in ongoing attacks on their community.
The protesters, mostly mothers, demanded justice and called on the government,
security agencies and international community to intervene.
Such naked protests are not new in Nigeria. Traditionally, among the Igbo and Yoruba of
Nigeria, stripping naked signifies a curse against those targeted. Sometimes, mothers
strip naked to put a curse on their truant sons or disloyal husbands. In some cases, it
signifies their willingness to die for a cause.
Nigerian women have historically employed naked protests to seek redress – with
success. In my book chapter contribution on this subject, I documented numerous naked
protests dating back to the colonial period. I drew the conclusion that through the
spectacle of such protests, women have rewritten the script on their bodies and used
nakedness as an instrument of power, rather than shame, in making their voices heard.
Historically, in western and non-western worlds, women have used their bodies to protest
unacceptable treatment by those in power. In Africa, the nakedness of women, especially
mothers and grandmothers, is a historical and symbolic “shaming” tactic. Women’s
enacting nakedness on their own terms disrupts dominant notions that depict their
bodies as passive, powerless, or as sexual objects for sale.
A brief history of naked protests
Most studies have focused on the role of clothing in society and demonstrated how it can
change the perception of an individual. Sadly, there is little research on naked protests,
perhaps because society frowns on public displays of the naked body.
The unclothed female body is a powerful site of protest. By protesting naked, women
have resurrected traditional forms of sociopolitical protests and resistance like the
custom common among Igbo women known as “sitting on a man” or “making war” with
men. This custom was a practice where women showed their disapproval of abusive men,
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men who failed to provide for their family or who disregarded market rules. Dressed as
men in preparation for war, the women wore only loincloths with ferns on their heads,
smeared ashes on their faces and carried sticks with palm fronds. They would dance
around the house singing lewd and insulting songs that questioned the offender’s
manhood, and would pound on the house using their pestles and in severe cases,
destroyed the house. They would continue this activity until the offender repented. This
act was viewed as the ultimate means by which women sanctioned wrongdoers.
History records several naked or half naked protests by women caused by displeasure
with government policies or incidents seen as too dangerous to be ignored. These
protests were mostly successful in achieving their objectives.
Naked protests are always employed as a last resort. This was the case in colonial
southeastern Nigeria when in 1929, hundreds of naked and half naked women took to
the towns of Owerri, Calabar and Aba. They protested harsh colonial policies. An English
lieutenant described the women as nearly naked, wearing only wreaths of grass round
their heads, waist and knees:
(I began) telling the women not to make noise. They took no notice of me and
told me that I was the son of a pig and not of a woman … (They) were calling the
soldiers pigs … (and) they didn’t care if the soldiers cut their throats.
This protest resulted in the famous Ogu Umunwanyi or Aba Women’s War. Before the
incident, the protesters had employed other means like petitioning the colonial
authorities. Eventually, “making war” on the officials became the last resort. About 50
women were killed and 50 others were wounded.
Also, in the 1930s, members of the Abeokuta Women’s Union in southwestern Nigeria
walked half-naked in protest agaist the Alake of Abeokuta’s political actions and forced
him into exile.
On July 8, 2002, about 600 semi-clad or naked women from six communities in the oilrich southeastern Nigeria occupied the main oil terminal of Chevron Texaco. They
protested how their water and land had been contaminated by the presence of Chevron
Texaco, through oil spills and gas flares. They accused the company of gross exploitation
of the people of the region and not distributing enough of the wealth it obtains from oil.
They also demanded infrastructural changes.
Before then, their men had tried but failed. The actions of these women resulted in a
peace meeting with Chevron Texaco. The company agreed to hire local workers,
contribute to local infrastructure, set up a micro-credit scheme to help village women
start businesses of their own, and provide communities with schools, hospitals, water,
and electricity systems.
Naked protests also dramatically enact protesters’ willingness to put their bodies on the
line in order to advance a political cause, such as opposition to government and military
interventions. This was the case on May 20, 2017 when some female members of the
Indigenous People of Biafra staged a protest in Abiriba, Abia state, against an alleged
attack on them by the Nigerian Army. Some women were unclad while others wore
undergarments and wrappers.
Similarly, in July 2013, nearly 100 women walked naked through Kokoritown in Delta
State to protest the “unacceptable siege” on their community by the Nigerian army.
Concluding insights
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The symbolic resonance of protesting naked has ensured the endurance of the “undress
tactic” among Nigerian women today. It has also signalled a return to the old fashioned
but effective form of women’s resistance. To fully understand this symbolism, we must
not view the protesting naked female solely in sexual terms, as a commodity or an object
without regard to their dignity.
Indeed, the female body is a site of immense power both inside and outside. Through
naked protests, women engage in re-scripting and reconfiguring their bodies.
These women who have stripped naked to wage a righteous war must be duly
acknowledged. So, when you see “our mothers go naked again”, remember that they
represent power, subversion and resistance to the dominant scripts engraved on their
bodies – scripts of subordination, passivity, sexuality, subservience and vulnerability.

The all-women law firm helping prisoners get justice in
Nigeria
Poor Nigerian inmates can wait years for their cases to go to trial, but now a
group of lawyers are fighting the system.
By Nosmot Gbadamosi
Al Jazeera (24.06.2020) - https://bit.ly/2Bmlgg0 - On a breezy February morning at the
height of the dry season, Oluyemi Orija cranked down her car window and turned up the
speakers, leaving trails of Jailer by Nigerian singer Aṣa in the warm air.
It was a fitting but ironic choice of song as she drove south towards Lagos State Ikoyi
Prison with three members of Headfort Foundation - an all-women law firm - in the
backseat.
The prison was 15 minutes away and a world apart from Awolowo Road, an affluent
stretch the 31-year-old criminal lawyer was cruising through. Luxury shop fronts
displayed designer dresses while curb-side juice bars pumped out jazz.
"We are going into hell," Orija said. Seated beside her, I had volunteered with her team
for the day to collect prisoner testimonies.
"The facility is built for 800, and 3,000 people are using it ... we had one client defecate
himself because he couldn't access the toilet," she explained, her eyes focused on the
road ahead. "The congestion leads to a lot of communicable diseases."
Earlier, in November 2019, on an afternoon visit without Headfort, I had glimpsed the
blackboard inside the prison controller's office. It listed the total number of prisoners in
each cell - usually overcrowded barred rooms with hundreds of people sleeping together
on the floor. One cell had 1,065 inmates sharing. In December, five people were fatally
electrocuted because a cell meant for 35 was accommodating 140.
Once every few months, volunteers from the non-profit organisation Orija founded in
2018 collect the cases of poor inmates who have spent months, sometimes years, in jail
without trial. They provide free legal services in one of the toughest judicial systems in
the world.
In April, Emmanuel Imhoudu, a taxi driver in the capital Abuja, was sentenced to six
months in prison for working during a lockdown imposed to curb the spread of COVID19.
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Nigerian security forces killed 18 people in two weeks while enforcing lockdown
measures, the country's National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) said.
Even before the coronavirus pandemic hit, campaigners said Nigeria's police made
conditions in the country's congested prisons worse through brutality, extortion and
harassment.
A 2016 Amnesty International report accused the Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS), a
unit of the Nigerian police force, of regularly demanding bribes from suspects. In
February this year, the assistant chief state counsel of Edo, Justina Odihirin, called for a
review of police prosecution powers. "Seventy percent of the files on our table brought in
by the police are those who don't have anything to do in detention at all," she said at a
public meeting.
Today, Orija and her all-women team work on the front line to tackle the problem.
With each visit to the prison, they collect roughly 35 cases. Some 80 percent are
imprisoned for minor offences, according to Headfort. Many are there longer than the
maximum sentence for their alleged crime.
About 70 percent of the total prison population in Nigeria is people awaiting trial. In
prisons where data is collected, the average time defendants spend on remand is three
years, while some spend more than a decade.
Wallowing in prison
At Ikoyi, all visitors walk through two locked doors and submit to a thorough body search
- removing mobile phones and every connection to the outside world - before entry. But
Headfort women are allowed to keep a legal pad and pen.
In the crowded prison courtyard and within a strict one-hour time slot, hundreds of
inmates queued up, eager to share their stories and have a lawyer take up their case
pro-bono.
Family members are often unaware that their loved ones are in jail. One prisoner,
Chijioke, whose surname is not being published because his trial is ongoing, said he had
been in jail since April 2019 after he was charged with stealing because he could not
keep up with his loan payments on a keke (motorised rickshaw) that he bought for work.
He owed two weeks of payments. He could not remember anyone's mobile phone
number to let them know he was in prison.
"If my brother only knew I was here, he would bail me out," Chijioke said. He worried
about getting enough food in prison without any outside help and being able to find work
when he is finally free.
Azeez, whose surname is not being published because his trial is ongoing, was picked up
on the roadside at 11pm while walking home from work. He said police charged him with
social disturbance because he had not given them a sufficient reason for being on the
road and because he refused to give them money. He had been in prison for a month
when we met him and was worried about his mother, who was sick.
Tracing family members, many of whom live on the outskirts of Lagos, is a timeconsuming and unexpected part of the women's jobs.
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"Your phone has been taken away from you so you can't have access to any information,
so the family members are not aware," Orija explained. "Some of them believe that their
family members are busy working in Lagos and they are blossoming, not knowing that
they are wallowing in prison."
Headfort's project manager, Tolu Ajibogun, said that even when prisoners died, she
suspected their families were not always informed.
"Last Monday, a man died, and it wasn't recorded on the board. A client reported to us
that in his 19 months stay in Ikoyi prison about 10 people died," Ajibogun said.
"That's just it, if they are dead, they are dead," added Orija, referring to the perception
some officials have that mourning or completing paperwork for the dead will not bring
them back.
Passion for helping people
Orija did not start out with the aim of making the organisation exclusively women-led. "I
realised that women are more passionate when it comes to injustice," she remarked,
adding that a lot of men were put off by the low pay in pro-bono work.
"They are driven by money, and if the figures aren't adding up, they are not interested.
While women will see injustice and want to do all that they can to ensure it is fought."
She concluded that women were better suited to the job and less susceptible to
corruption. So far, the group has secured the release of more than 100 inmates, many of
them men. They are currently handling a further 90 cases in various Lagos courts.
Associate Hairat Suleiman is one of the firm's three staff lawyers bolstered by a team of
eight volunteers. At first, she appears shy - except around defendants. The 23-year-old
spent most of her time in law school observing the system. "Not just in court but on the
road, you see the way SARS policemen harass people, SARS will collect your phone and
say they want to search through your phone as if it's their right," Suleiman said.
She believes many police officers carry their guns while off duty. "Which is wrong. It is
just to scare citizens when they see the gun and the demand for money. You want to
drop the money because you are at gunpoint," she said. Seeing that it was often those
too poor to pay who ended up in jail, she was determined to fight back. But her path to
Lagos was not easy.
Suleiman grew up in the northern state of Kaduna. There, attitudes are more
conservative than in the south. "I really didn't want to stay in the north because I had a
passion to help people … but if I should stay under my parents, I will be confined to just
one place," she said. It took a lot to convince her father to let her uproot and move to
Lagos, but that tenacity drives her work.
"Our vision is to have this foundation everywhere in Nigeria," Suleiman explained.
And this starts by first educating citizens in Lagos on the law. "We are going into schools
and talking to them about the likelihood of them being a victim of police brutality and
what to do should they find themselves in that situation," Orija said. "We are giving them
a helpline to call so that we can step in at that early stage."
One of their most basic lessons is "at least know one person's number off by head that
you can call," Orija said, tapping her forehead.
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Waiting for justice
Once cases go beyond the police, the obstacles are even larger. Judges delay court
proceedings, sometimes by several months.
One crisp morning in January, I joined Suleiman at Ikoyi Federal High Court for a
hearing. Two men were charged with stealing electricity cables, while three others,
including Suleiman's client Wasuru, were in prison on charges of aiding and abetting
them.
We arrived at about 8:15am for the 9am court start. We were still waiting by midday
when a clerk announced that the hearing was postponed because the judge had not
turned up.
"Often there is no reason," Suleiman said, as she shuffled large folders back into her
backpack. "Sometimes they say that the judge cannot make it, then they will give
another date."
I followed Suleiman to the courthouse holding cell. The inmates had been brought from
jail, and like us, were eagerly awaiting their trial, their arms hanging through the bars.
Wasuru, a homeless man, had spent two years incarcerated. In February 2018, he was
sleeping in an abandoned estate in the Lagos district of Ebute Metta. He was arrested for
allegedly collecting 6,000 naira ($15) in proceeds from two men charged with cable wire
theft near the area.
His trial started in October 2019, but this was the sixth time the case would not proceed.
Wasuru's face froze for a moment, then dropped, when Suleiman broke the news.
"At least they only pushed it back by another month, they could have said three
months," Suleiman told all three men charged with the same crime. It failed to raise
spirits. The smiles that had spread across their faces upon seeing Suleiman had faded.
They had already spent more time in jail awaiting trial than if they had been immediately
convicted.
"He has given up all hope," Suleiman later said about Wasuru, as we walked back to the
car park.
"Many of them do. Many change their plea to guilty in order to just save time and know
how long they will be there for, but then they find nothing has changed, it has not made
a difference."
Under Nigerian law, Wasuru was granted free bail but could not meet the conditions
because he was unable to provide a wealthy guarantor. Research by PRAWA, a Nigerian
justice NGO, found that most inmates had no formal education and about 76 percent
were living on less than $128 a month prior to arrest.
As a result, inmates have an incentive to plead guilty, even to crimes that they did not
commit, because they cannot meet bail conditions. They view it as the fastest way to get
released.
Fighting the system
Shortly after our visit, the Nigerian government temporarily suspended court activities to
prevent the spread of COVID-19.
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"Every year in July, the courts go on vacation and resume in September … they will still
be in there at least till 2021 and for 6,000 naira," Orija said. "At worst that should be
community service, and now it will be three years and counting."
President Muhammadu Buhari made reforms to Nigeria's Prison Service last year,
changing the name to Correctional Service and promising to speed up trials.
In turn, Nigeria's police force has said citizens should report officers who violate rules on
conduct so "the rights of Nigerians are not infringed upon under any pretext".
"We have responded to some of the issues raised by the National Human Rights
Commission Report ... Even before the report was issued, our position has always been
very clear," police spokesperson Frank Ba told Al Jazeera via telephone. "Police officers
must carry out their duties within the ambit of the law, they must be professional, must
be firm but at the same time be caring, polite and respect the fundamental human rights
of our citizens."
"We have continued to push this narrative and to walk the talk," he added. "In the few
cases where we have found officers acting in manners that does not follow our code of
conduct, we have not hesitated in calling them out and in bringing internal disciplinary
procedures against them."
Anietie Ewang, a Human Rights Watch Abuja-based researcher, said disciplinary
measures do not go far enough. "If I see a police officer commit a crime today in Abuja, I
can see him tomorrow in Lagos - he's just been transferred."
But there are some signs of progress. A new police reform bill could result in better
record keeping. "We've been part of the process just like many other civil society
organisations being a part of the public hearing at the National Assembly," explained
Ewang.
However, structural problems such as adequate funding also need to be addressed,
Ewang pointed out. "When police officers are made to look for resources to be able to
motor their vehicles, to be able to buy a bullet for their gun or to sew and make their
uniforms and look presentable, obviously they are going to look to extra judicial
measures to get that done."
The Nigerian correctional service declined to comment.
At least 2,600 elderly inmates or those serving less than six month terms have been
released from Nigerian jails in order to decongest facilities amid the coronavirus
outbreak.
Still, rights organisations say too many people arrested on minor offences remain in jail
waiting for a hearing.
"It is a good move. But it is not enough," explained Isa Sanusi, Amnesty International
Nigeria's spokesperson, adding that defendants are caught in a system that is slow to
bring cases to trial.
"There are [those] who have even overstayed. The worst thing is that the majority of
people in Nigerian prisons are those awaiting trial. A prison that is supposed to hold a
capacity for only 600 people will end up accommodating 2,000 people," he added.
When the courts do run, judges pick which cases to hear from an overloaded daily list. "A
few days ago, we had somebody that has been in prison since 2009, and I personally
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thought it should be a priority on that list," Orija lamented. "But the judge didn't pick it,
it's about 11 years, and this person is just going to be re-arraigned because the judge
that was initially hearing the matter was transferred to another court."
"Now it's not about just going to the prison and getting people out of prison but fighting
the system," Orija said.
The group's ambitious plan is to have a desk at every court staffed by volunteer lawyers
who can represent those arriving overnight with police to be remanded.
"If we are there from the very beginning, maybe they won't even get to prison at all,"
Orija said.

Muslim lawyers reject Nigeria’s FCT high court's new
dress code
By John Chuks Azu & Abass Jimoh
Daily Trust (10.04.2018) - https://bit.ly/2HrdfVJ - Muslim Lawyers' Association of Nigeria
(MULAN) has rejected the new dress code for lawyers by the FCT High Court and the ban
of hijab in the Law School.
In a statement released at the end of its National Executive Council meeting in Benin
City, Edo State on March 31, MULAN condemns the directive that prohibits the use of any
apparel underneath wigs by lawyers and by extension the hijab by female Muslim
lawyers.
In the release signed by its president, Dr. Kamal Dawud, Esq., the association said the
new rule ran contrary to the 2004 resolution of the Body of Benchers which allowed
female Law School students and legal practitioners to use head cover underneath their
wigs.
"On this ground and by the provisions of Section 38 of the Constitution of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria, this directive is unfortunate, draconian, illegal, unconstitutional and
unlawful," Dawud said in the statement.
"MULAN NEC condemns the directive in the press release in the strongest term and urges
the FCT High Court to reverse its decision contained in the press release forthwith."
On the hijab controversy, MULAN said the constitutional provision affirmed the religious
rights of citizens, and resolved to design a hijab compliant collaret with bib for use by
Muslim female legal practitioners to conform with the tradition of the legal profession.

Nigeria confirms 110 schoolgirls missing after Boko
Haram attack
The Nigerian government on Sunday confirmed that 110 girls were missing after
a Boko Haram school attack in the northeast, following days of silence on the
children’s fate.
France 24 (26.02.2018) - http://bit.ly/2Fyz1Gm - “The Federal Government has
confirmed that 110 students of the Government Science and Technical College in Dapchi,
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Yobe State, are so far unaccounted for, after insurgents believed to be from a faction of
Boko Haram invaded their school on Monday,” the information ministry said in a
statement.
The statement came after authorities were unable to account for 110 of the school’s 906
students, the ministry said.
The kidnapping has raised questions about the military’s repeated claims that the
Islamist militants are on the verge of defeat, after nearly nine years of bitter fighting.
It has also revived memories of the 2014 mass abduction of more than 200 schoolgirls
from Chibok that shook the world.
On Monday night, terrified pupils fled the boarding school when heavily armed fighters in
military fatigues and turbans stormed the town, shouting “Allahu Akbar” (“God is
greatest”).
The authorities initially denied that any student had been kidnapped.
On Friday, President Muhammadu Buhari apologised to the girls’ families, saying: “This is
a national disaster. We are sorry that this could have happened.”
Targeting education
Former military ruler Buhari was elected in 2015 on a promise to defeat Boko Haram,
after the jihadists grew in strength under his predecessor, Goodluck Jonathan.
Jonathan was lambasted for his tardy response to the Chibok abduction, which saw 276
girls from the town in Borno state taken in the dead of night.
A teacher at the school, Amsani Alilawan, said there were soldiers in Dapchi until last
month but they were then redeployed.
“One month back, they carry (take away) all soldiers, they transferred them to another
side, they leave us without security,” he said.
Enraged relatives of the missing girls this week tried to surround the convoy of the state
mayor of Yobe, only to be pushed back by the security forces.
The kidnapping is the worst jihadist assault to have hit Nigeria since Buhari came to
power.
Schools, particularly those with a secular curriculum, have been targeted by Boko Haram,
whose name roughly translates from Hausa as “Western education is forbidden”.
Boko Haram’s quest to establish a hardline Islamic state in northeast Nigeria has left at
least 20,000 dead and made more than 2.6 million others homeless since 2009.
The jihadists have increasingly turned to kidnapping for ransom as a way to finance their
operations and win back key commanders in prisoner swaps with the Nigerian
government.
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